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The Pacific Marine Mammal 
Center rescues, rehabilitates and 
releases marine mammals and 
inspires ocean stewardship 
through research, education and 
collaboration.

OUR MISSION



Dear Pacific Marine Mammal Center supporters:
The momentum of our 2017 successes has already invigorated ongoing improvements in animal care, in our education programs, in our visitor experience, and in our membership 
and volunteer programs. We continue to our make our mark as a leader in conservation by instituting new and greener ways to conserve our resources (including our water 
reclamation construction plan that will reduce our dependency on water by 90%), and by teaching conservation methods to visitors and school children. 
Let me share how 2017 has shaped 2018:

In 2017, PMMC facilitated the rescue, rehabilitation and release of nearly 200 animals and fielded over 2000 rescue calls. 2017 saw the end of an era, as Dr. Richard Evans retired 
from PMMC. During his 31 years of performing the Center’s veterinarian duties, Dr. Evans set up and continued to build upon one of the finest marine mammal veterinary 
programs on the West Coast. Under Dr. Evans’ leadership, Pacific Marine Mammal Center’s rehabilitation success rate in “normal” rescue years reached and was maintained at 
75%.  “Doc” taught thousands of volunteers and greeted thousands of visitors. We appreciate and deeply thank “Doc” for his multitude of achievements at PMMC. 

Building on our successful foundation, the 2018 animal care and veterinary programs will shift to include the emerging interdisciplinary field of Conservation Medicine. Leading this 
team will be Dr. Hendrik Nollens, who will consult at PMMC as our new Director of the Conservation Medical Program. Dr. Kristen Samaki has joined PMMC as our new veterinarian 
and with Michele Hunter, PMMC’s Director of Animal Care, and the rest of the animal care team will begin to look more closely at the interactions between animal health, human 
health and environmental health. 

In 2017, PMMC hosted over 46 thousand visitors and educated over 7,000 children. A cornerstone of our education program is the Pinniped Pollution Project (PPP).  Targeting Title 
I schools, participating classrooms may attend a PPP education free of charge- includingn busing to our Center. Over 3500 children attended the PPP program in 2017. The PPP 
program added an additional paid educator, the program content was refined and new technology was introduced in the form of tablets used for quizzes and activities during 
classes. The use of tablets in the classroom keeps our education programs current with today’s technology, while also reducing        
the amount of paper we use for activities. In 2018, additional technology will allow PMMC to expand its classroom reach                
through distance learning: we are “Zooming” the Center’s education program to classrooms around the world and interacting                
with far-away students in “real time.” These distance learning classes have fostered interesting discussions as participants                
shared ideas and thoughts surrounding marine mammals, the environment and ocean health. All of PMMC’s education            
programs continue the philosophy started by our co-founders forty eight years ago: “we must teach the next generations to       
care…..”

2017 marked a year of growth and refinement in our volunteer and membership programs. Both programs increased their          
benefits, improved communication and scheduled fun events throughout the year.  Our volunteer numbers have increased, and        
retention of volunteers and our members has also increased. We look forward to continuing to make improvements and will         
hold more special events- look out for movie night at PMMC in 2018. 

The growth of Pacific Marine Mammal Center’s mission and vision can only be attributed to all the hard work of our volunteers           
and staff, but especially to our generous supporters both locally and from afar. On behalf of everyone who works so hard to           
return our pinniped patients to the sea – thank you. Thank you for every donation, every offer of help, every time you think         
about how your actions effect the environment we live in. Be well, look out for more great news in 2018 as it is going to be an        
amazing year for PMMC!                          

All my best,
Keith Matassa
Executive Director

A MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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All of us at Pacific Marine Mammal Center 
are very proud of our beginnings... 
Pacific Marine Mammal Center began 
as Friends of the Sea Lion in 1971 with 
Jim Stauffer, John Cunningham and Dr. 
Rose Ekeberg. 

In the spring of 1971 a little girl approached 
Jim Stauffer, a Newport Beach lifeguard, on 
the beach.  The little girl told Jim that she 
had seen a seal on the beach.  Jim hopped in 
his lifeguard jeep and went to go investigate.  
What he found was a young Pacific harbor 
seal. When Jim placed the animal in his jeep, 
it leapt right out.  Jim decided the animal 
was healthy and just needed to rest, so he 
returned to work. 

Concern for the animal nagged at him all 
day, and after work, when Jim returned to 
check on the small seal, it was still on the 
beach.  Jim picked up the seal and took it for 
a visit to the Dover Shores Animal Hospital 
where Dr. Rod La Shell examined the animal 
and found that it had lungworms. Dr. La  

Pacific Marine Mammal Center was the first marine mammal rehabilitation facility in 
California and was established prior to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972.  We 
now share the responsibility for marine mammal rehabilitation with six other centers along 
the California’s coastline.

Shell showed Jim how to tube feed the 
animal with malt-o-meal and Jim then took 
the seal to his house in Costa Mesa.  In an 
extra bedroom, he engineered a wading 
pool from a dismantled bed with a shower 
curtain as a liner for the animal. Jim nursed 
the harbor seal back to health and released 
the animal back into the ocean.

Word of Jim’s skills soon spread. Whenever 
there was a sick or injured seal or sea lion on 
the beach, the chief lifeguard would contact 
him.  Within a few weeks, Jim was caring for 
another animal, this time a California sea 
lion.  Dr. Rose Ekeberg of Laguna Canyon 
Animal Hospital provided medicine and 
medical advice, as well as housing some of 
the animals at her clinic. Dr. Ekeberg spent 
countless hours nursing those first patients 
back to health. John Cunningham, also a 
lifeguard, began helping Jim care for the 
animals.  During the school year, John taught 
at Laguna Beach High School and, in 1972, he 
developed a marine science class. One of  
the requirements for the class was 

volunteering  at Pacific Marine Mammal 
Center, known as Friends of the Sea Lion 
at that time.

Several years later, Jim moved to a home 
with a pool located at Top of the World in 
Laguna Beach. The Department of Fish and 
Game issued the first permit of its kind in 
California and Jim was allowed to 
temporarily house seals and sea lions at his 
home. 

With the organization growing, a facility 
other than Jim’s home and pool was 
necessary.  At that time, the SPCA was 
using a barn owned by the city of Laguna 
Beach.  In 1976, when the SPCA relocated, 
the building was offered to Pacific Marine 
Mammal Center. Jim Stauffer, John 
Cunningham and a few volunteers began 
renovation of the barn.  Now that the 
animals were housed at a public site, 
visitors were allowed to view the animals 
and the rehabilitation process. 
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Ziggy Makes Her Debut At 
The LA Zoo

January | The Los Angeles 
Zoo welcomed 11-month-old 
Pacific harbor seal "Ziggy" as 
the newest member of the 
Sea Life Cliffs family. Ziggy 
received rehabilitation at 
PMMC.  Releasing Ziggy back 
to the wild wasn’t an option 
for Ziggy since she was found 
at such a young age. Our 
rescue team discovered the 
day-old pup stranded close 
to a narrow, rocky stretch of 
coast at Dana Point 
Headlands Beach on 
February 3, 2016. The 
umbilical cord was still 
attached to her premature 
body. Zoos assist in providing 
a good home for non-
releasable seals and sea 
lions. Guests can view Ziggy 
and other harbor seals, daily 
at Sea Life Cliffs.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
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Photographer Paul Nicklen 
Visits PMMC

February | Photographer Paul 
Nicklen and YouTube star 
Hannah Hart visited PMMC 
and filmed a segment of 
Barilla Pasta's "While the 
Water Boils". The YouTube 
show features famously 
passionate people to find out 
why they love what they love, 
and pursue it so passionately. 
(All in about the time it takes 
to cook pasta.) Paul reveals 
why he endangers his life to 
bring science and 
conservation to the masses, 
and shares his passion for art. 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_ySVoZ1mKJw 

Swing for the Sea Lions Golf 
Tournament 

March | PMMC raised over 
$26,500 at the first annual 
"Swing for the Sea Lions" golf 
tournament on March 27, 
2017 at the private Aliso 
Viejo Country Club.  The 67 
golfers in attendance were 
able to play at the private 
Jack Nicklaus-designed golf 
course that overlooks 
Saddleback Valley with a 
unique landscape and terrain. 
The day concluded with a 
$2,000 prize winning 
helicopter ball drop, a super 
raffle, which included two 
round trip tickets on Alaska 
Airlines, and many other 
prizes. In addition to first, 
second and third place 
awards, prizes were 
presented for on course 
contests. 

PMMC Rescues Endangered 
Green Sea Turtle

June | PMMC rescued an 
endangered green sea turtle 
out of Dana Point Harbor in 
June 2017.  This species does 
not normally regulate these 
waters. The animal was 
reported to be very listless 
and swimming in plastic. 
Upon rescue PMMC 
discovered the turtle was 
underweight and lethargic. 
The sea turtle was 
transported to Sea World 
Rehabilitation Center due to 
its rehabilitation needs 
which differ from those of 
pinnipeds. 

Elephant Seal Rescues Surge

April | In 2017, PMMC's 
elephant seal rescues spiked. 
In total, we rescued 53 
elephant seals, and an 
astounding 43 of these 
rescues were made in April. 
We suspect that the increase 
in elephant seals may be 
linked to the recent El Nino 
weather pattern. While 
elephant seals generally 
experience the same ailments 
and rehabilitation times as 
sea lions, they are larger and 
require more food, which 
increases our expenses.

Martini Madness

May | After having to 
postpone the event due to 
inclement weather, PMMC 
still managed to pull off 
another Great Martini 
Madness raising over 
$11,000 for the Center.  
Mother nature certainly 
blessed us with glorious 
weather at one of Laguna’s 
most picturesque locations, 
The Cliff Restaurant!  Local 
band "FJamz" performed 
their Funky Acoustic Vocals 
and Grooves! An AMAZE 
Virtual Sea Lion experience 
gave guests the chance to 
view a rescue and release 
from a sea lion’s perspective 
and a behind the scenes tour 
of PMMC! Drawing prizes 
included field box level 
Angels Tickets behind the 
visitor dugout.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ySVoZ1mKJw
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Canoe's Released Viewed By 
Over 1 Million On The Dodo

July|The Dodo Impact is a 
platform for animal people 
who want to make a 
difference. They want their 
audience to connect with 
animals through stories, and 
empower them to help where 
help is needed. The Dodo 
followed the story of Canoe, a 
CA sea lion that was rescued 
on May 23, 2017. She came in 
very underweight with a 
severe abscess on her neck. 
After many touch and go 
nights, Canoe rebounded to 
be one of our most 
rambunctious and successful 
patients. The Dodo impact 
joined us for a live Facebook 
broadcast for her release. 
Over 1 million followers  
watched her head back to her 
ocean home.

Charmander aka “Moana” has 
a new home at Oceans of Fun

August|California sea lion pup 
Charmander, now known as 
Moana, found her forever 
home at Oceans of Fun, 
Wisconsin. Moana was 
rescued in November of 2016 
from Huntington Beach and 
weighed only 20 pounds. She 
was emaciated, lethargic and 
the first sea lion rescued for 
what would be an early 
season. During her recovery, 
PMMC noticed she wasn’t 
gaining the necessary foraging 
skills to be successful in the 
wild and was eventually 
deemed non-releasable. After 
a nationwide search, PMMC 
alongside NOAA found a 
perfect forever home at 
Oceans of Fun. Check in on 
Moana at: https://
www.facebook.com/
Oceansoffun.org/  

The Endless Summer Gala

September| Pacific Marine 
Mammal Center raised over 
$310,000 on September 10, 
2017 at the "The Endless 
Summer Gala", the most 
successful fundraising event 
to date. The Massen Greene 
Foundation gifted PMMC with 
a $50,000 matching education 
grant. As a result, PMMC 
more than doubled that 
amount and raised $109,000 
during the education ask. 
Nearly 300 patrons were in 
attendance and the night was 
full of fun, laughs, and 
dancing to the good vibes of 
the Beach Boys Tribute Band 
"Surf's Up". One of the 
highlights of the evening was 
when PMMC honored Ryan 
Hickman of Ryan's Recycling 
as Philanthropist of the Year.

Sea Dog Skim Challenge

October | The second annual 
Sea Dog Skim Challenge was 
held at Aliso Creek Beach on 
October 7, 2017. Organized by 
Skimboard world champion 
Sam Stinnett, the event hosted 
60 amateur and professional 
Skimboarders and raised 
$5,000 for PMMC. “I started 
the yearly event because our 
ocean is sick,” Stinett said (OC 
Register). “I’m in the ocean 
every day and I felt like I 
needed to give back somehow. 
The Pacific Marine Mammal 
Center is our local organization 
that helps save the marine 
mammals.” 

Pacific Harbor Seal Lumiere

November| A male Pacific 
harbor seal named "Lumiere", 
was rescued from San 
Clemente. After many 
months, a lot of hard work by 
the animal care team,   
multiple attempts with 
appetite stimulation and the 
addition of environmental 
enrichments, Lumiere 
continued to show no interest 
in foraging on his own. In 
November 2017, given 
Lumiere’s history of aberrant 
behavior, his inability to 
forage and necessity for hand 
feeding, and in accordance 
with NOAA 2009 Standards 
for Release, he was deemed 
non-releaseable. Lumiere is 
currently at PMMC awaiting a 
permanent home where he 
will be an ambassador for his 
species. 

Fur Seals

December|Over the past few 
years PMMC has seen a 
drastic increase in fur seal 
standings. This normally 
pelagic species is rarely seen 
on main land coastal 
California. In the beginning of 
2017 NOAA declared an 
unusual mortality event 
(UME), for the Guadalupe Fur 
Seal, and PMMC rescued  
three in 2017, the last one of 
the year being rescued on 
December 18th.   PMMC also 
rescued a Northern fur seal 
named Heartbreaker, who 
came in at only 13 pounds. 
PMMC successfully 
rehabilitated Heartbreaker 
and she was release early 
2018. 



PMMC takes the use and conservation of natural 
resources very seriously. We harness solar energy 
with our solar panel units and have window 
coverings that aid in climate control of our building. 
We utilize reverse osmosis drinking stations 
(instead of using wasteful water bubblers) and our 
office furniture is made of recycled materials. We 
are also very proud of our pollination garden habitat 
for bees, butterflies and hummingbirds. Our biggest 
conservation project is underway: building a water 
reclamation system that will conserve 80-90% of the 
water we use caring for the marine mammals. 

CONSERVING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES 
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"In the end we will conserve only what we love. We love only what we understand. 
We will understand only what we are taught." Baba Dioum 
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As education is one of the pillars of our mission statement, the Education 
Department at PMMC continuously strives to inspire environmental stewardship of 
our fragile oceans. 

Every year, we expand our reach via our visitor yard, education programs and world-
wide community outreach. In 2017, the efforts of the education department 
reached nearly 61,000 people. Our dedicated docents greeted more than 46,000 
guests of all ages. Volunteers relay the story of Ping, a young sea lion pup who 
ingested several plastic bags, and of Sheriff, who we rescued on a jetty with a plastic 
grocery bag handle tight around his neck. The stories of Ping and Sheriff are 
examples of conversations PMMC has with its guests about environmental 
stewardship, and remind guests that conservation behaviors start at home.

These same stories are conveyed throughout our educational programming. Over 
14,000 people, mostly children, were engaged onsite, out in the community and 
over the internet.
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More than 100 general Field Trip and Girl Scout programs 
took place in 2017 in our freshly painted and newly floored 
classroom. Our most popular field trip revolves around the 
rescue and rehabilitation work that we do here at the 
Center. Girl Scouts earn their ‘Senses’ badge while they learn 
how human noises in the oceans are making it harder for 
animals like dolphins and whales to communicate. No 
program is complete without conveying simple actions 
people can take at home and throughout their community to 
reduce our impact on the natural world.
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Our Camp Pinniped and Kids Club programs bubbled 
with fun this year. Some favorites during the summer 
included dissecting squid and eating calamari 
afterwards, imagining and filming conservation PSAs and 
creating their own crates for their tagged plush sea lion! 
During the school year, Kids Club took 2nd place in 
Laguna Beach’s Patriots Day Parade! In celebration of 
the diversity of our nation, the kids decorated our 
rescue truck with pictures of staff, volunteers and 
students, listing each person’s heritage on a red, white 
and blue American flag background. Another Kids Club 
favorite was October’s “spooktacular” session featuring 
a haunted escape room where students had to solve 
marine riddles to win the game amidst dry ice fog, 
dancing skeleton images and flaming cauldrons! 



The Distance Learning program continues to grow and allow us to 
“beam” the seals and sea lions into classrooms across the country. This 
year, our program connected with children in Maine, New Jersey and 
Georgia. We met a teacher in Arizona who is a big fan of PMMC and has 
the students watch our webcam all the time! We are now going 
international with inquiries as far away as Canada and Australia! Our 
newest program, Ocean Emergency, is a two part series teaching children 
about the different threats imposed on marine mammals by humans, 
challenging them to design, engineer, and present a solution. Ocean 
Emergency raises awareness of the need to find solutions to pollution, 
while meeting many STEM principals in support of classroom educators.
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PMMC GIVES BACK TO OUR COMMUNITY

PMMC’s ‘Give Back’ programming has touched our local 
community in many ways in 2017.  Over 3,500 4th and 
5th grade children from 104 classrooms participated in 
the Pinniped Pollution Project through the assistance 
of our generous donors. Several activities helped the 
children visualize how choosing items with less or 
reusable packaging creates less trash in the 
environment. Armed with a reusable grocery tote, 
students were encouraged to return home and share 
the importance of being an ocean steward. 

In 2018, we will be developing additional program 
components aligned with Literacy and Next Generation 
Science Standards, giving teachers the opportunity to 
expand the students’ application of the concepts they 
learned at PMMC. Many teachers use the PPP program 
to introduce the idea of community service to their 
students, including class participation in PMMC’s 
Change the Life of a Seal program where kids collect 
spare change to buy food and medications for the 
animals at PMMC. 

Our program for at-risk youth, Saving Seals, partners 
with Samueli and Olive Crest Academies and brought 
400 children to PMMC. Our goal is to provide self-
esteem building programs that simultaneously expose 
the children to both ocean concepts and marine 
careers. Programming includes grades K-12, allowing 
children that attend more than once to build upon 
previous experiences at PMMC. In the coming year we 
will be looking to expand Saving Seals by connecting to 
group homes for foster children within Orange County. 

Healing Seals, our distance learning program for 
patients in children’s hospitals, continued to evolve 
with the assistance of our partners at CHOC. The 
logistics of having the children come together in 
the hospital playroom to see our animals onscreen 
proved too difficult due to nature of the medical 
care schedules of the patients. Not to be deterred, 
the Ryan Seacrest Studio worked out a way for our 
virtual presentation to be sent to  televisions in 
every patient’s room, on every floor, while they 
were enjoying their lunch.  This was hugely 
successful! Throughout our broadcasts, we have a 
number of kids call down to the studio to have 
questions or answers relayed to the presenter, 
who would respond using each child’s name. PMMC| 2017 ANNUAL REPORT     11

We are ready to move this program into other hospitals 
across the country. We have contacted Child Life 
Services representatives at St. Jude, Shriners and 
Miracle Network children’s hospitals. Should you have a 
contact at a hospital, please don’t hesitate to call or 
email the education department!



We ran our first two Sea Lions for Service Members 
programs at the beginning of the 2017, welcoming two 
female veterans and incorporating them into different 
aspects of our rehabilitation work with the animals.  
After their day at PMMC, both veterans were invited 
back to help care for an assigned patient until the 
animal was ready for release. The most amazing 
moment was at the conclusion of the program, when 
everything comes full circle as the veteran opens the 
crate to send the animal back home.  Both women vets 
felt the program was very worthwhile and helping to 
care for “their” animal was a healing process in itself. In 
order to best assure that the veterans in this program 
will get to experience all aspects of an animal’s 
rehabilitation, we will be keeping the staff to veteran 
ratio at 1:1, and running only 8 sessions between 
February through May. Our biggest challenge is finding 
participants from our target audience- recent post 
combat veterans struggling with reintegration issues. 
Should you know of a contact that might help us 
connect with these service members, please contact the 
Education Department. 
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Beyond our barn, we conduct Outreach to bring awareness of the need for ocean conservation to the 
community. In 2017, PMMC attended more than 25 outreach events educating over 10,000 people. The 
Education Department gave keynote speeches at the Ocean Institute’s Watershed Festival, and held 
additional talks at other venues, including Discovery Cube’s Ocean Quest, Dana Point Nature Center, 
the Youth Leadership Summit, Festival of Whales, and the Laguna Beach Chili Cook Off and Pet Parade. 
PMMC education staff were interviewed on radio station KX93.5 and by many other members of the 
media. Members of the outreach team staffed a booth at the 2017 National Science Teachers’ 
Association Conference in Los Angeles. This was a tremendous opportunity to reach a tens of thousands 
of teachers nationwide.
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Outside of our formal Scout programs, we often work with both Boy 
and Girl Scouts on service projects to achieve their bronze, gold and 
silver awards or ranking of Eagle Scout. We have a Junior Girl Scout 
who has decided to tackle refurbishing the blue whale bones and give 
the surrounding exhibit area to give it a fresh new look. She has 
started consulting with the local natural history museum and we 
expect that you can look for the updated whale bone display this 
summer. We also have an Eagle Scout who has been consulting with 
PMMC’s master gardener to refurbish PMMC’s roadside sign and 
design and install a beautiful succulent garden to improve the 
aesthetics of our parking lot. PMMC is proud to partner with Scouts 
and grateful for their service!

The education department has embarked on collaboration with the 
Laguna Beach Unified School District, Saddleback College and 
Chapman College. We will be hosting interns from the local high 
school in the spring of 2018. These interns will train and prepare to 
be junior docents at PMMC over the summer.  We are also offering 
internships for students from Saddleback College who are pursuing a 
degree in education.  These opportunities will provide the students 
with hands-on experience teaching children in an informal science 
setting and, in turn, provide PMMC with a wider pool of program 
instructors and creative minds for material development. Chapman 
University is including PMMC as a non-profit organization option for 
Chapman film students working on class projects. Chapman students 
produce a short documentary video on a topic of PMMC’s choice as 
their final class project. Our first collaboration with Chapman resulted 
in a new video vignette on our Pinniped Pollution Project program 
which may be featured on our website to raise awareness of our 
educational efforts.

2018 looks like it will be no less busy as we work to inspire and 
motivate people of all ages to take up the torch of ocean 
stewardship!



OUR DONORS
The Pacific Marine Mammal Center wishes to thank its generous donors who supported PMMC during the 2017 calendar 
year, and who help us save hundreds of marine mammals, as well as educate thousands of students about marine 
environments each and every year!*
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Leslie Moritz
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Margaret Buchanan
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Marilyn Meberg
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Mark and Heidi Draper Family Fund 
Matt Rand
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McClain Consulting Services, Inc. 
Michael and Robyn Hawkins 
Michael Clark and Julie Cuellar 
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Hotels & Resorts, LLC  MorganStanley 

Union Bank
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Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. 

Westpark School PTA
William & Lorraine McCune Family 
Foundation
Winston Whitney
Xen Media, Inc.

$500 - $999
Allen Oldsmobile-Cadillac Inc. 
American Society of Travel Agents 
Inc. Amy Rosencrantz
Andrea Takla
Andrew Howitt
Angela Satterlee
Angelique Hoskins
Anton Rosenthal
Bernice Gruber
Brady Johnson
Capital Group Companies
Carole Britton
Carolyn VanSickle
Cecily Carter
County of Orange
Craig and Cindy Davis
Cynthia Murphy
Deborah Moore

Dennis and Marty Kromer

Diana Meyer
Diane Levy
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Orange County Visitors Association 
Paul Crane
Peter and Nicole Anderson 
Renaissance Club Sport
Richard and Carol Riley
Richard and Karen Davis
Richard and Lori Farley
Richard Kim
Robert and Linda Tonnancour 
Robert Haskell
Robert Janicki
Roberta Corson
Roberta Cox
Roger and Eileen Ohanesian
Ron and Barbara Hosmer
Ronald Antoniono and Helen Ross 
Ruben Flores
Samantha Brown
Scott McCoy
Sharon Augenstein
Sharon Hammond
Stanley A. Sirott Trust
Stephen and Jane Eimers
Steve Mather
Steven and Jill Edwards
Steven Rivkin
Susan Armitage
Susan Bartlett
Susan Dawson
Susan Hoppe
Suzanne Lawrence
Ta-Yi Shen
Ted and Jane Feilmeier

John and Linda Gunther
John and Pat Merrell
John and Stephanie Cunningham
Julie Porter and KC Schaff
Kathleen Yhip and Laura Green
Kathryn Langston
Kathryn Ruffalo
KMJ Corbin & Company
Laguna Beach Unified District
Laura Davick
Lisa Argyros
Louis and Jean Carpinone
Louis Weil and Meghan MacGillivray Weil 
M.R INC
Maria Castiglione
Maria Raine
Marice DePasquale
Marilyn Macy-Green
Mark and Jane Capobianco
Mark Davis and Monica Richards 
Marshall and Virginia Gram
Mary Sullivan
Matthew Snowdon
MG Music Events, Inc.
Michael and Cheryl Kinsman
Michael and Johanna Lavallee
Michael Towner
Monarch Beach Sunrise Rotary Club 
Breene Murphy
Ms. Kristin Johnson
Nancy Henry
North County Wildlife Rescue
Nyquita Wilson

Thomas McVittie
Thomas Watson
Wells Fargo Dealer Services 
Westcoast Roof Consulting

$250- $499
Alex Reid and Gretchen Schaffner 
Alexander and Maggie Mecl
Allen Farquer
Andrew Bond
Anglo American Financial Investments 
Annelieses School
Arthur and Cathleen Balazs
Azi Sharif
Barbara Brownell
Benjamin Paredes
Bisnar Family Foundation Fund 
Bovitz & Spitzer
Brad Morrice
Bruce Chambers
Carole Peterson
Carre Family Trust
Carrie Harvey
Carroll Councilman
Cathy Moore
Colette Laurent
Commerce West Bank
Cynthia Shinsato
Damon and Malinda Suter
Dave Tax
David Auchterlonie and Barbara Keller 
Deana Duffek
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Doug and Kathy Teulie
Duane Vajgrt
Duston and Jennifer Williams
Ed and Claudia Batlle
Ellman Foundation
Erik Johnson
Erin and Scott Capobianco
Gavin Frank
Genny Boccardo-Dubey
George and Sharon Orff
Glenn and Leticia DeSimone
Graham and Celeste Gilles
Grant and Mary Wease 
Greatergood.Org
Greenpoint Pictures, Inc.
Greg Nathanson
Gregory and Susan Turk
Gretchen Theobald
GSM Retail Billabong
Heather Hersperger
Holly Johnston
IBM Employee Services Center 
Jacinthe Paquette and David L. Guichet 
James and Brenda Tibbetts
James Weisenbach and Jane Polley 
Jay Fox
Jeff and Debbie Maccarter
Jefferey Lurner
Jim and Suzy West
Jim Dole and Betty Rose
Joan Graham
Joan McCauley
John and Elizabeth Carpino



Debbie S Jones
Dennis and Karen Phillips
Dennis and Marcia Forsyth
Dennis Morga
Diana Atwood
Diane Manzano
Douglas and Pamela Carrie
Educational Discovery Tours
Eitan Shapiro
Elaine Mata
Ellen Richard
Eric Radford
Evette Jaeger
Float Apparel
Fred and Anne Warburton
Freda Kimie Sato
Gene and Lynda Abernathy
Girl Scout Troop 2983
Gordon Kodama
Gregory and Lianne Mech
Hansche and Hamilton Real Estate
Heather Breyer
Heidi Teets
Innovade, Inc.
James and Cheryl Farkas
Janet and Giselle Binette
Janis Allard
Jason Dilly
Jennifer Duff
Jim Meyers
Joan Maguire
John and Barbara Evans
John and Kay Torell
John and Sharon Biard

Patricia Pakutinski
Paul and Debra Naude
Paul and Elizabeth Janich 
Penelope Bryson
Piper and Timothy Garmon Rob 
Digiovanni
Robert and Stephanie Mister 
Robert Farley
Robin Vercruse
Ronald Wilson
Roxanne Bradley
Shannon Velotta
Shirley Ceja
Shirley Jupiter
Sondra Moe
St. Cecilia Elementary School 
St. Jeanne De Lestonnac School 
Stanley Carson
Stephanie Soltis
Stephanie Williamson Stephen 
Williams
Steve Gill
Steven and Suzann Dawe Susan 
Main
Susan Pursche
Suzanne Westgaard
Suzie Dyer
Ted and Robyn Scott
Terry Cheng
The Cirila Fund
Theresa Yee
Thomas and Virginia Grossman 
Tommy Bahama
Traci Goodrich

John Kennedy, Jr.
Judy S. George
Karen M. McKibben Morris
Karina Moore
Katie Turley-Molony
Keith Matassa and Therese Conte 
Ken and Cindy Solomon
Ken Ashton
Kricket Morton
Lauren Schultz
Lee and Julie Spacht
Leonard Schwigen and Patricia Corrigan 
Linda Pierce
Lori Farrow
Lori Hatfield
Lynda Johnson
Marjorie Coulomb
Mark and Jacqueline Wise
Mark and Samantha Sitek
Marnie Pavlick
Marshall and Dolores Johnson
Matt and Piper Rissmiller
Megann Robertson
Melinda Thigpen
Michael and Elizabeth Schreiber 
Michael and Sherry Schulman 
Michael Cheever
Molly Lafley-Evans
Monica Bergquist
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Macfarland
Myriam Da Costa Ribenboim
Myrna Shields
Nancy Tatum
Norman and Barbara Dondanville 
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In 2017, Pacific Marine Mammal Center utilzed resources to 
help rescue and treat a large number of animals who were 
suffering from domoic acid poisoning. Domoic acid 
poisoning is caused by ingesting fish which have consumed 
toxic algae, and typically results in fatal brain damage in the 
sea lion. 

In just the first two weeks of April 2017, 14 of 26 female sea 
lions rescued by PMMC died from domoic acid poisoning. 
PMMC worked hard to flush the toxin out of the affected 
animals’ systems, but sadly, it was often too late as their 
brains were too significantly damaged to survive. 

Many of these sick animals were pregnant females. Mother 
sea lions eat as many fish as they can to sustain their 
pregnancies, and are more likely to be exposed to the 
toxins when they eat surface fish such as sardines and 
anchovies that have consumed the algae.  Sadly, the toxins 
are transferred to the baby, so the babies have little to no 
chance of survival as they are both premature and exposed 
to domoic acid poisoning.

However, some of the female patients treated at PMMC  
recovered quickly after birthing, if the toxin had not yet 
entered her brain.  

“Sea lions are the canaries of the marine environment. In 
past years, the sea lions told us there was diminished food 
in the ocean, now they’re telling us there is a domoic acid 
bloom,” states PMMC Executive Director, Keith Matassa. 
Ongoing research is being conducted on the causes of 
harmful algal blooms; however, scientists believe that the 
development of the toxin is a result of increased ocean 
pollution and higher water temperatures that allow the 
algae to thrive. Due to the heavy rains across California in 
2017, more fertilizer and waste water washed into the sea, 
most likely contributing to the likelihood of a toxic bloom.

CALIFORNIA SEA LIONS ARE DYING 
FROM DOMOIC ACID POISONING
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ELAINE’S STORY
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The average rate of rescue over our 40+ year history is 200-300 
animals per year. In 2017 we saw a spike in elephant seals. 
PMMC rescued 53 elephant seals of 177 total rescues, and at 
one point earlier this year we had 36 in house. We suspect that 
the increase in elephant seals may be linked to the recent el 
Nino weather pattern. While elephant seals generally 
experience the same ailments and rehabilitation times as sea 
lions, they are larger and require more food, which increases our 
expenses. Attached is a heartwarming story about one of our 
elephant seal patients.

On April 27, 2017, a young female elephant seal was found 
stranded on the beach near Crystal Cove. Dubbed “Elaine” when 
she arrived at PMMC, she was thin and dehydrated with a 
laceration around her mouth. During her first month she was 
slow to gain weight. After an exam and bloodwork, Elaine was 
diagnosed with kidney insufficiency due to Leptospirosis 
infection. Leptospira is a bacterium that can cause kidney 
failure, meningitis, liver failure, and death if not treated. It is 
found in soil and water and can infect people, dogs, and other 
wildlife. Because of its zoonotic potential, strict isolation 
procedures were instituted to protect our staff and volunteers, 
as well as our other patients. Elaine was started on an intensive 
treatment plan.  Over the next two months she improved 
dramatically; her weight more than doubled and her kidney 
function returned to normal. She became quite the water 
ballerina and a chore to get out of the pool for bedtime.

Thanks to countless hours of care by our volunteers and staff, 
she reached a healthy 227 pounds and was returned to her 
ocean home on August 27, 2017.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS FY17

EMERITUS
John Cunningham
Founder, Pacific Marine Mammal Center
Retired/Former Laguna Beach Educator

CHAIR
Lonnie Seide
Attorney, Minyard MorrisFamily Law

VICE-CHAIR
John Kinney
Retired/Former Director of Information Technology

TREASURER
Angela Miller
Owner, Miller and Associates 
Vice President, Fun is First, Inc.

SECRETARY 
Diane Armitage 
Internet Strategist & Consultant

Carolyn Berndt
Owner, Sierra Produce

Kathryn Burton-Gray
Red Capital Group

Jeffrey Byer 
Account Director, PIMCO

Kenneth Frank
Retired/Former Laguna Beach City Manager

Jeff Meberg 
Independent Environmental Services Professional
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Keith Matassa 
Executive Director

Richard Evans, DVM, MS 
Medical Director

Michele Hunter
Director of Operations/Animal Care 

PMMC LEADERSHIP FY17 
Daniela Moore
Director of Development/Marketing

Kirsten Donald 
Director of Education

Robert A. DiGiovanni Jr. 
Chief Scientist

Kelli Barnett, DVM, MS, MBA 
Veterinarian
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FY17 PMMC REVENUE & EXPENSES

Pacific Marine Mammal Center is committed to its mission of rescuing, rehabilitating and releasing
marine mammals and inspiring ocean stewardship through research,education and collaboration.
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OUTRIGHT GIFTS
Make a one-time cash gift

Become a monthly supporter
Give a gift on our wish list

Become a Member or give the gift of 
membership

Make a symbolic animal adoption

Honor a Loved One or Memorialize A 
Special Day with a Custom Engraved Brick

Create Your Own Fundraiser

Sponsor an Education Program

LEAVE A LEGACY WORKPLACE GIVING

PMMC spending directed 
to rescuing, rehabilitating 
and releasing marine 
mammals and inspiring 
ocean stewardship.

75%
WAYS TO GIVE 
There are many ways to support  
PMMC and protect the future of 
nature. To learn more or to make a 
donation, please contact us at 
949-494-3050 or pacificmmc.org and 
donate today.
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A planned gift can provide 
guaranteed income security, the 
stability of a fixed income, a 
charitable tax deduction, gift and 
estate tax savings, protection for 
your estate against probate, and 
more. You will also have the 
satisfaction of knowing that your 
planned gift will support our 
organization in perpetuity.

Workplace giving is an easy and 
efficient way to make tax-
deductible donations to Pacific 
Marine Mammal Center through 
payroll contributions. Even a 
small pledge makes an impact 
when it is increased by the 
employer's matching funds.



Pacific Marine Mammal Center

20612 Laguna Canyon Rd | Laguna Beach, CA 92651 

pacificmmc.org
Copyright © 2017 Pacific Marine Mammal Center. 

All rights reserved. Our Tax-ID number is: 95-3680896

California Sea Lions (Zalophus californianus)

California Sea Lions can be seen in coastal waters of the North 
Pacific, Vancouver Island south to Mexico. In most areas, they prefer 
to haul out and breed on sandy beaches and females give birth from 
late May through July. Males establish their territories and females 
are pregnant for 10 months and nurse for about 8 months. 
California sea lions are playful, intelligent, and very vocal (sounding 
like barking dogs). They eat over 50 species of fish, squid, octopus, 
and mollusks. Adult females and juveniles are slender bodied and 
are blonde to tan. Adult males are more robust and are mostly dark 
brown to black in color; they have a pronounced crest on their 
forehead that is crowned with tufts of blonde or lighter hair. A 
common behavior exhibited by sea lions is called “sailing”. This is 
when a sea lion holds their flippers above the water motionless for a 
long period of time; they are regulating their body temperature. A 
lot of times people believe the animal is trapped in a net, if you 
cannot see a buoy or net gear the animal is most likely exhibiting 
this behavior. California sea lions are becoming more abundant 
along the West Coast of the United States, and  with increasing 
populations, more reports of strandings occur.

Current threats include incidental catch and entanglement in fishing 
gear; biotoxins, as a result of harmful algal blooms; and human-
caused injuries such as gunshot wounds as California sea lions are 
sometimes viewed as a nuisance by commercial fishermen.

credit:  NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration and Research
http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/protected_species/
marine_mammals/pinnipeds/california_sea_lions.html
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